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April Meeting 

Adding a River Scene To Your Layout with Craig Gardner 

Remember, we will be changing date, location and time this month. Come join us on April 24
th

 at 6:30pm 

at the Hoover Library in Meeting Room C. This month Craig Gardner will be giving a presentation on 

how to use various structural and scenery components and techniques to create a visually interesting scene 

where a railroad bridge crosses a small stream or creek. It’s not about how to make trees, build bridges, 

work with plaster or pour water. Those subjects are clinics in themselves. It’s about bringing together all 

these elements to create the desired effect. It also talks about preparing the scene area and how to choose 

the right type of bridge and stream for your layout.  

I will basically talk about how I went from this: 
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To this: 

 

 
 

It will be mostly a slide show with about 15 or so slides of the step by step process. I'll talk about the 

materials and procedures I used and will bring some examples of those materials. – Jason 

Future Meetings 

May 29
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room C, 6:30 pm 

Topic: Tom Schultz will discuss scratchbuilding bridges and demonstrate the construction of his Sumter 

Valley trestle project. 

June 26
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: Buying model railroad items off of e-Bay with John Pate 

July 31
st
, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: Philip Griffith will present researching a prototype for the purpose of building a model railroad 

August 28
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: TBA 

September 25
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: TBA 
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Railway Prototype Modelers Meet Coming to Atlanta 

For lack of a better name, I am sending this to everyone that has expressed an interest personally, or from 

their organization, to be one of the “organizers” of the “Atlanta Railway Prototype Modelers Meet” at the 

Southern Museum of Locomotive and Civil War History in Kennesaw, GA in September. Please, forward 

this to anyone you think may be interested.  The idea of an Atlanta RPM meet started back before the 

NMRA National Convention here in July. The logic of organizing an RPM meet has several drivers:  

• There has not been an “RPM” in Atlanta for something like fifteen years. The RPM concept has 

grown with very successful meets around the country, including the well established and successful 

sessions at Cocoa Beach and Savannah. 

• By working closely with Bob Harpe (Savannah RPM) and Mike Brock (Cocoa Beach), we can 

create a September RPM meet in Atlanta that compliments, rather than competes with, their schedules in 

January and March. 

• By including the Southeastern railroad historical groups, we can provide cross-over interest between 

modelers and historical people that may not already be active in both areas. (Cocoa Beach has had a 

“historical” clinic track for a number of years, attendance and interest in those sessions appears to be 

growing.) 

• Unique to having a meet at Kennesaw, the Southern Museum as a venue adds prototype data, 

drawings and photographs from the museum and the SRHA Archives to the things attendees can see and 

do. (Having one of the busiest railroad main lines in the Southeast (CSX) directly beside the museum will 

offer continuous train watching. 

Although we will have a mix of participating organizations, the standard RPM meet structure will be 

followed. That is:  

• Multiple clinics on modeling and historic topics 

• A few select dealer tables 

• No model contests  

• Largest possible model display 

At this point the following groups will be participating ACL/SALHS, CofGHS, NC&StLHS, SRHA, 

TAGHS, Piedmont Region NMRA  (If I have missed anyone, my apologies, we will correct that in future 

emails.) “Participation” at the group level includes helping with the various tasks listed below, advertising 

the session to each groups’ members, organizing clinics in their areas of interest and most important, 

suggesting that their members bring completed and in-progress models to display. (The L&NHS is 

certainly not excluded. Unfortunately, we picked the same dates as their convention.) 

There is much to be done so please offer any comments or ideas you may have. With the museum’s 

cooperation, we may decide to make “Atlanta RPM” an annual affair. -- George Eichelberger 

  

Alabama Railfan Day at the Heart of Dixie Railroad 

Museum 

We have received word that the Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum will be hosting a railfan gathering on 

Saturday May 10
th

, 2014 to to coincide with their Steam Days festivities. In addition to the mainline CSX 

action nearby, train lovers will enjoy seeing the beautifully restored 1930s-era coal-burning Flagg Coal #75 

saddletank steam locomotive. 
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New Meeting Location for Steel City Division 
By John Stewart, Superintendent    

 

We are moving to a new location.  Starting with our April 24th Meeting 

the Steel City Division will meet at the Hoover Public Library, located at 

200 Municipal Drive, Hoover, AL 35216.  This month’s meeting with be in 

Meeting Room C.   

The Hoover Library is located in the northeast quadrant of the interchange of I-459 and US-31.   Going north on US-

31 turn right into Municipal Drive (2nd Signal) and then 

take the first right into the Library parking lot. 

The meeting rooms are located on the lower level of the 

Library – if you come in the front door you may use the 

elevators on your right.  

Our new meeting time will be 6:30 pm and we’ll adjourn 

promptly at 8:30 pm.  These hours are driven by the 

Library’s schedule.  If you wander in at 7:15 pm you’ll be 

45 minutes late. 

Why not come a little early to get used to the new 

location and the parking at the Library? 

Your officers hope that more of our members will find 

this new meeting location next to the interstate even 

more convenient – we hope that our monthly meeting 

attendance will increase.  Come join us in April at our 

new location. 

More “How To” Clinics 

Our April meeting will be a clinic by Craig Gardner 

describing the steps to create a really fine looking creek 

scene on his Birmingham Southern Model RR.  Craig is a 

fine modeler and there is more information in the 

Coupler about his presentation. 

Looking ahead we plan to have more “how to do it” 

clinics.  Last month we had a great presentation by Jason 

Parham on modeling storefronts.  Next month we expect 

to have a clinic on building a unique timber bridge 

structure, presented by Tom Schultz. 

We are fortunate to have a lot of talent in our Division, 

and we are looking forward to more clinics presented by 

our members about the good work that they are doing in 

their own modeling.  We encourage you to think about your talents and hope you will share some work with the 

Division soon. 
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Upcoming NMRA Events Away from Home 

This summer and fall we have several major NMRA events to consider. .. 

In June, we have Rails Across the River, the NMRA Southeast Regional Convention in Memphis, jointly sponsored 

with the Mid Continent Region. There will be prototype tours, clinics, operations sessions, layout tours and more.  A 

highlight of the Convention will be access to the new Memphis Rail and Trolley Museum –in addition to the 

currently operating trolleys on the streets of Memphis. 

July brings us to the NMRA National Convention in Cleveland, OH.  Cleveland promises to have a good mix of 

industrial and railroad related activities – you likely know that Cleveland is still a significant industrial and rail center 

much like Birmingham.  There will be many layout tours and operations sessions as well as a wide range of clinics 

including some by Steel City Division members.  Of course there is the National Train Show to consider as well as 

family activities. 

In September, there will be a Regional Mini-Meet in Huntsville, AL, sponsored by the Mid-South Division. Smaller 

than a full Regional convention, the Mini-Meets are intended to highlight a single Division and its activities.  

Huntsville is a short drive from Birmingham, I hope you and a friend will take the day and attend the Mini-Meet.  

Our Mini Meet in Choctaw, MS was a lot of fun with good activities and fellowship.   There was a winter Mini Meet 

in Aiken, SC that was successful as well. 

Other Ramblings and Travel 

Your Superintendent has been riding the rails as well as an airplane 

or two.  I have been to Albany, NY to visit my oldest son and his 

family.  Part of that trip included riding to New York City for a day 

trip on the old New York Central line from Poughkeepsie to Penn 

Station.  This ride along the Hudson River has wonderful scenery 

including a ride past the NYC Diesel and Electric Shops at Harmon, 

NY.  These are now maintenance shops for diesels and heavy 

transit rolling stock.  Harmon was the location where steam 

locomotives were changed for electrics going into NYC. 

As you ride along the Hudson, you can see another rail line and trains 

on the far bank.  The New York Central operated on both sides of the 

Hudson, although at one time it was thought that the Pennsylvania 

RR interests would get that line to compete with the Central.  Today, 

Amtrak still traverses this beautiful river route and you can see West 

Point, Tappan 

Zee Bridge, Bear 

Mountain Bridge and the fascinating entrance into New York 

City as the train dives below grade to access Penn Station 

beneath Madison Square Garden. 

Part of what made the trip special for my wife and me is that 

our granddaughter, Izzy, is still a pretty big train buff, even at 

age 3 ½.  To this end, she and her granddaddy like to build 

wooden “brio” type layouts on the living room floor and play 

with Thomas and his friends.  One of our layouts included a 

Yard, Engine Facilities with turntable and wye as well as bridges 

http://mrtm.org/convention
http://www.2014cleveland.org/
http://www.ser-nmra.org/event/ser-mini-meet-hosted-mid-south-division
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and tunnels.  A wide variety of trains were run including passenger and freight on a demanding schedule: “make 

more trains Granddaddy”.   

We also had a fun visit to a very great railroad oriented hobby shop, 

the Mohawk Valley RR Co. in Schenectady, NY.  Part of the fun there 

is an operating 3 rail layout with full scenery and multiple train 

operations.  Izzy and Granddaddy had a great time watching the 

Lionel trains roll.  Granddaddy hopes for a future model railroader. 

We don’t know when Izzy will succumb to “girly” interests but we 

enjoy the trains for the present.  In NY City, there was a trip to the 

Disney store that led to a “princess gown” purchase.  I hope Izzy 

always love trains, but she is a VERY cute princess… 

Operations Continue 

Operating groups are continuing in the Division.  On the Birmingham 

District Model RR we continue to hold monthly operating sessions on the First Friday evening of each month.  It is a 

lot of fun to learn about operations and to run a model railroad based on traffic and demand for raw materials 

simulating Birmingham’s iron and steel industry in the steam era.  We hope to have another operating layout 

running soon in our Division. 

If you are curious about operations you are welcome to contact John Stewart about joining the fun.  In addition to 

the operations fun, we have good fellowship with a wide range of “crew” from early teens to mid-eighties.  

Everyone is welcome to come and enjoy operating a model railroad with a purpose.   Our last session was VERY 

exciting, but that is a story for another day. 

Last month when I attended the LA Rail Run, I met a fellow operator from Mississippi named Tom Gregory and told 

him about our ops sessions.  This month, Tom drove from Iuka, MS to operate on the BDMRR claiming that he “had 

a blast” – consistent with our BDMRR corporate logo!  It is fun to share your model railroad with others, even if it is 

not “finished” – people like to visit your work for fun. 

Besides the fun and learning while operating a layout, several of us “operators” are working on our NMRA 

Achievement Program for the Dispatcher Certificate.  Like all the NMRA AP activities, this one gives “credit” for 

doing things you likely are doing anyway as you pursue your interests in the hobby.  Each time you tackle a new AP 

activity and work toward a certificate, you are learning while having fun doing something you enjoy.  It is hard to 

beat that, even if you do have to do some “paperwork”. 

Ongoing Follow-Up to our Survey 

Your leadership continues to look at ways to respond to the membership survey held last fall.  Part of this includes 

our new meeting location and time at the Hoover Public Library.  Another part is to put emphasis on more 

“modeling related” presentations at our Division meetings.  We continue to look for the right opportunity to hold a 

set of clinics on a Saturday in conjunction with a model train show.  Our new location at Hoover Public Library may 

afford us an opportunity to do a set of clinics on a Saturday in lieu of a monthly evening meeting.  What would you 

like to see”? 

We continue to solicit input and feedback.  Tell us what you would like to see the Division do to promote the hobby 

and to provide YOU with useful activities in pursuit of your particular interests. 

If you know of a layout – yours or someone else’s – that would be fun to visit let your leadership know about it.  

We’ll seek to get a layout tour scheduled as a Division group activity.   
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So, there is a lot coming up between local Division meetings and larger NMRA functions.  The NMRA offers a lot of 

value for its members.  BUT you have to participate and interact with your fellow members to maximize that value.  

Whether it is modeling, layout work-sharing, helping someone with a new skill or operating on a layout, the 

NMRA’s Steel City Division offers you a doorway to more fun and activity in the hobby that we love.  What are you 

working on and why don’t you tell us about it? – John 

Clerk’s Desk 

Guest Editorial from the Shops of the Dogpatch & 

East Aint 

By Jason Parham, Secretary 

 

While John and I do occasionally get a little feedback, it is quite rare we 

get any other volunteers to contribute. Recently, a longtime Steel City 

Division member sent me this write-up with an interesting analysis of the 

scales in which we all model by. I asked if he would be willing to include 

it as an “guest” editorial for the newsletter and he accepted my offer. I 

thought you guys might enjoy a fresh outlook on modelling, so take it away Mr Hudson! – Jason 

On Scales and Measurement: “Math” sucks 

It’s so often I hear the quote “I never was very good at math...” I’m sick of it.  Being a grammar school 

drop-out, I’m not good at math either.  But I do like to make things; and to make things one must be able to 

measure to some extent. Measurement isn’t math, it’s plain arithmetic. 

Within the “standardized” education most of us receive, there are only two measurement systems, Imperial 

and Metric.  Imperial is further divided down into fractional and decimal.   Everyone is familiar with a 

common yard-stick or tape measure.  Most (hopefully) are at least aware of the decimal measurements used 

by machinists and more importantly, for counting money. 

I won’t pass judgement on either system, leaving you to read through my thoughts and decide for yourself.  

And, since my mind is decidedly non-linear, it may take a few reads to grasp all the concepts. 

So; starting with the trains themselves, just what are scales?  And no, I don’t mean those things that tell you 

when you eat too much...  Scaling is no more than using a small unit of measure to represent some much 

larger measure.  We all know what 1” = 1’ means.  A scale, often used by doll house modelers, many raw 

and finished products is available in this scale.  Or the 1-1/2” to the foot used by live steamers with their 7-

1/2” gauge trains.  Now that’s railroading….. 

In the smaller sizes that inside modelers of such large machines use, such as ¼” = 1 foot, are the better 

known “scales.”  True, ¼” to the foot is a common reference used for “O” scale.  More precisely, it’s 

17/64ths.  A rather odd number, that.  It came about through a rather odd series of “git by’s” that eventually 

ended up as “standards.”   

In the early days of toy trains, there were several “gauges”, each larger by some inch fractional ratio.  

Number 1, #2, #3, #4, and so forth.  As production of smaller models (toys) became more practical and the 

ability of the less affluent to buy into the hobby more widespread, a smaller size became necessary.  Thus, 

Gauge 0, or Naught, or “Oh” gauge.  The “0” is actually representative of zero, not the letter “oh.” 

The “scale” of that reduction was the beginning of the problems faced by many modern modelers.  For 

some reason, when the gauge first appeared, it was not a reduction from 3/8” to the foot to ¼” to the foot.  

Although one would think anyone in his right mind would have done so.  The actual reduction factor for 
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Gauge Naught ended up being 7 millimeters (mm) to the foot.  Herein lies the root of the mish-mash that 

H-O modelers face.  Blame the English for this one. 

Seven (7) mm is just a whisker (a real enough measurement) larger than ¼ inch.  It works out pretty close 

to 17/64 ths of an inch, for those obsessed with precise measurements.  This by inference means H-O, or 

Half Naught, scale would be 17/128ths of an inch per foot.  So, whip out that handy pocket computer and 

divide 17 by 128.  Trust me; it’s a really odd number, especially when you’re trying to juggle numbers in 

your head in the middle of a project. 

Modern H-O, using 3.5mm to the foot, is no less confusing.  All in all, I find it interesting that TT scale 

never really caught on.  I could do those conversions in my head when I was 12.  Be that as it may, we have 

what we have and need to learn to deal with it. By the way, 17/128ths is 0.1328 inch and 3.5mm is 0.1385 

inch.  Both abstract numbers, difficult to deal with. 

Since we’re stuck with this “off the wall’” scale, let’s look into how to deal with the numbers.  If you can 

make change in your head on a ten dollar bill, decimal Imperial or Metric is easy enough to deal with.  It’s 

only when you try to use a tape measure and sixteenths of an inch to build models that things get difficult. 

Start with a ten dollar bill.  There are 1000 cents in that bill, or 1000 pennies.  Each penny represents a 

thousandth part of the whole.  One tenth of one percent (1/10%) is an acceptable rate of error.   

So, let’s now divide an inch, something we’re all comfortable with, into a thousand parts.  In the old days, 

this was called a “mil.”  One thousandth of an inch is 0.001”.  Sufficient accuracy for most any project we 

would likely encounter; except perhaps sending a man to the moon. 

A millimeter is, by comparison, a crude measurement.  I won’t delve into “microns”, the thousandth part of 

a millimeter (being 0.039” and change).  There are 25 and change to the inch, versus 1000 in the decimal 

measurements.  What we need to develop is the ability to shuffle from one to the other quickly, without 

resorting to a pocket computer (also known as a calculator)  I noted above there are 25mm to the inch.  A 

millimeter is 0.03937 inch.  Call it 0.0394.  In most machining operations, 0.039 is close enough to make 

an automobile engine go.  So, for quick and dirty estimates in your head, 0.040 is sufficient.  We needn’t 

get any closer until it comes to fitting up moving parts.   

Well, just how much is this 0.040, this “forty thou?”  The screw that holds an electrical cover plate over a 

switch is a (number) six screw.  As it happens, exactly 3.5mm is one H-O scale foot (0.138”).  There’s a 

few tenths difference but we’re dropping the fourth decimal place so don’t worry about it. 

A sixteenth inch, 1/16” on your tape measure is 0.0625, or .062 for practical use.  At 40 thou for a 

millimeter, that’s 1.5mm in a sixteenth.  Again, we’re eyeballing here, not building a rocket ship to go to 

the moon.  Doing a little arithmetic, an eighth of an inch (2/16”) gives us a little over 3mm.  The error is 

starting to mount up though.  3mm is 0.118~ and an eighth inch is 0.125.  An error about the thickness of a 

hair from my mustache… An eighth inch falls between 3 and 3 & 1/2 mm, our H-O scale foot.  0.125 vs 

0.138, the size of a Nr 80 drill. 

So, for all practical purposes, we can “eyeball” H-O scale as 1/8 inch to the foot.  Let’s take a quick look at 

the ratios; H-O is a reduction factor of 87 (and a decimal) or 1:87.  1/8 inch to the foot is 1:96.  As an aside, 

there are products suitable for railroad models at 1:72. 

For foreground modeling, one would want true scaling.  And for anything mechanical, track gauging, wheel 

dimensions and the like.  But for structures, especially large ones like railroad stations, a few “thou” won’t 

matter.   

So, swing by Office Max and grab a triangular “architect’s” scale.  It will have a 1/8” scale.  Put masking 

tape over the other two sides if you have trouble keeping track of the scales.  Very handy for scratch 

building as many architectural prints are done in this scale. 
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And while you’re out snagging “stuff”, go to Harbor Freight and pick up a dial caliper.  Don’t get the 

digital version, just a simple dial caliper. If you spend over twenty bucks, it’s too much.  Learning to read a 

dial caliper is easy.  Don’t bother with a micrometer though, unless you’re planning to do machine work.  

Not so easy to read. 

Conversion from decimal inches to metric takes a little thinking, but is straight forward enough. 

Memorizing the conversions from decimal to fractional inches takes a while.  That’s what makes 

measurement more difficult. 

Although not specifically related to scaling, eyeballing can be useful in other areas as well.  Grades are 

calculated in percentages such as 1 percent, which is one foot rise in a hundred feet.  In Europe it’s actually 

referred to as rise over run. In the US, it’s 2 percent, in Europe, one in fifty.  Same thing, different words. 

So, what if we were to accept 1:96 and call it percent.  Yeah, there’s a little error there, but not so much as 

to stop the trains from running.  Why 96?  Well, there’s this town in South Carolina that’s 96 miles from 

somewhere; the name of the town? Ninety Six’s ZIP code is 29666… There happen to be 8 eighths in an 

inch, 12 inches in a foot.  8 times 12 is 96.  Using my thinking, one percent grade would be about 1/8 inch 

rise per foot or 8 feet of run to get 1 inch of rise.  1 inch in 4 feet is 2%.  1 inch in 2 feet is 4% which is 

about the limit for my most powerful locomotives.  But it works and makes grades very easy to calculate in 

my head. 

Another useful measuring tool is a divider.  It looks like a “compass” but has two pin points instead of a 

pencil.   When I do a drawing of a large item such as a layout plan, I normally include a scale similar to that 

used on a map.  Using the dividers on the item of interest, transfer the measurement to the scale.  Simple 

enough. 

So, using a “dial caliper”; 

Returning to the ten dollar bill, with 1000 cents as parts, an inch is divided also into 1000 parts.  Along the 

length of the caliper bar are divisions of a tenth of an inch.  100 thousandths… The circular dial is further 

divided into 100 parts.  So that two tics on the bar and indicating 50 on the dial makes 200 plus 50/1000. A 

quarter inch… From Zero. 

The instrument must start at zero to get a usable measure.  Open the caliper enough to get a finger in.  Use a 

cotton wipe, clean the jaws of any grit or grease.  Tissue paper will work fine, but is abrasive and in the 

long term can damage the measuring surface.  In the shop, I normally just use my finger. 

Close the caliper, snug but don’t force it.  The little roller along the bar is a slip clutch to prevent distortion 

from excessive force.  On the side of the dial face is a small knob, like the crown on a wristwatch. Loosen 

the knob and rotate the dial to the zero position, snugging the knob when you are on on the mark.  The 

caliper is zeroed. 

A consideration; A dial caliper is not the most accurate instrument.  To a machinist, it falls in the same 

class as a ruler and dividers. Accuracy is affected by many factors, not the least of which is the pressure of 

you’re running the jaws in, slightly warping the frame.  A caliper is not a tweezers to be used for picking up 

a screw, for example. For modeling though, the accuracy is more than sufficient. 

Once you have developed a consistent touch, a caliper can be a precision tool, in that a measurement 

repeatedly will be the same.  Half thousandths can be interpolated by where the needle lies between two 

minor divisions. 

To put things in perspective, let us consider screw sizes.  I need to introduce screws anyway and 

determining SAE or Metric screws on models makes a good exercise in using the caliper. 

Machine screws are sized with an arbitrary system using numbers rather than size.  Truck screws for 

Athearn, and many other makers, are number 2-56.  The 56 is the number of threads per inch, but just what 

the hey is the number 2? 
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Start with size “aught”, or zero, as in 0-80. This is often used as crank pin screws on Japanese Brass models 

in H-O.  A size aught screw is 0.060, or 60 thou diameter.  Measuring with the caliper, it will come out as 

0.057 or .058 inch due to the thread shape but size aught is 0.060 before it’s threaded. 

For each larger size, add (the arbitrary) 0.013”.  I’m sure in the distant past, there is a good reason for the 

number, but for now it is just a number.  By the way, a number 80 drill is 0.0135”. 

Size 1 screws are 0.060 plus 0.013, giving 0.073.  Size 2 is 0.060 plus (2 x 0.013) 0.026, or 0.086 inch.  

Size 3=0.060 + 0.039 = 0.099. And so on up the scale to size 14, the largest machine screw.  Larger sizes 

are bolts, or “cap screws”, measured in fractions of an inch. 

Many machine screw sizes have fallen into disuse, as they equate to imperial fractional sizes such as size 

10, which is 0.190 and 3/16” at 0.1875.  Try to find a 3/16” stove bolt, for example.  Or size 14-20, at 0.242 

vs ¼-20 at 0.250. 

Metric screws, on the other hand, are designated by body diameter and the thread “pitch”.  The distance 

between the threads is in millimeters of course.  Such as M6 X 1.0   That means 6mm diameter by 1.0mm 

pitch.  Often confused with ¼-20 screws on sight, they are just slightly smaller at 0.238 by 25.4 threads per 

inch.  See size 12-24 as above. 

The same comparison applies to the smaller screws.  A 1.5mm metric screw is 0.059 diameter versus a size 

“0” at 0.060.  These are very common on European manufactured models and some modern Japanese brass.  

The thread dimensions are so close it’s hard to measure the difference without an optical comparator.  And 

those things are way outside my income bracket. 

So, how do we tell the difference?  In many cases, we don’t.  The best approach I have is to measure the 

screw to determine its’ range.  If it falls close to both imperial and metric, consider the source and age of 

the equipment it’s used on.  Eastern European is almost guaranteed to be metric.  Older Japanese brass, and 

many newer models from older companies, will often be Imperial.  China and Malaysian will be metric, 

period.  English can be either, with Whitworth threads thrown in just to confuse things further. 

Worst case, I keep Imperial (number sizes) taps and dies handy on the bench.  Try a die on the screw.  If 

it’s a slip fit, it’s an Imperial screw.  If not, I may just rethread the hole to Imperial number size for 

replacement.  I don’t recommend this as a norm, use the original size if you can.  But, depending on the 

situation, it may be the only practical (or affordable, in time) solution.  And yes, I do have metric taps and 

dies.  But I don’t stock many metric screws. 

All the above information is included in the NMRA Data Sheet sets.  Quite frankly, it is through the Data 

Sheets that I first learned how to do machine work.  I got my first set as a kid, around 1963 or ‘4.  My first 

lathe was my pop’s electric drill, clamped up in a bench vise.  Surprisingly, I still have all my fingers…… 

The Data Sheets have been updated over the years of course, and the information is presented as a reference 

chart, where you are expected in the course of things to be already competent in the subject rather than as 

an explanation in the fundamentals. 

In my case, I was more interested in making my trains run better so ended up on the electronics side of 

things.  With the mechanical material as secondary knowledge that made me a better than average 

electrician.   All in all though, it is my interest in trains that provided me with a lifelong source of income.  

It surely wasn’t the public educational system.  Thank you, NMRA. – Bill 

  

News from the NMRA Headquarters 

The NMRA Board of Directors held its winter meeting in Las Vegas February 14th -16th.  Highlights of 

the meeting include:  
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 Chief Financial Officer Frank Koch reported that the NMRA ended last year with a surplus of over 

$240,000.           

 Progress is continuing on “The Magic of Scale Model Railroading” Exhibit at the California State 

Railroad Museum.  To learn more about the exhibit or make a contribution, visit the NMRA exhibit 

page, http://nmra.org/msmr_gallery. 

 Kansas City will host the 2018 NMRA convention. 

 IT director Ben Sevier reported that the completely revamped NMRA website is nearing completion 

and will hopefully be ready to go live sometime this summer.  

SER News 

Elections 

Four officer and two director positions are on the 2014 ballot.  Nominating Committee Chair Tom Cusker 

presented the slate of candidates at the winter board meeting: 

President:                         

Glen Hall, MMR 

Vice-President:                 

Buddy Black 

Alan Mole 

Secretary: 

George Gilbert 

Treasurer: 

Sally Bando 

Tony McBride           

Director: 

Dean Belowich, MMR 

Howard Goodwin 

Jason Parham 

Paul Voelker 

Look for candidates’ bios and the 2014 ballot in the spring edition of The SouthErneR, which will be 

mailed to all SER members, not just subscribers.  Make sure your membership is active so your vote will 

count.  Ballots must be postmarked no later than May 29th, 2014. 

2014 SER Convention Update 

Rails Across the River is less than two months away.  Seats are still available for the convention’s first-rate 

prototype tours and operating sessions. 

Register for the convention and reserve your seat before it’s too late!   For more information, or to register 

online, visit the convention website, http://www.mrtm.org/convention.  

Rails Across the River is also on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/#!/RailingAcrossTheRiver. 

2014 Mini-Meet 

http://ser-nmra.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=788cdb42d6f93d380479824d5&id=ca0a27c837&e=f74867d5e9
http://ser-nmra.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=788cdb42d6f93d380479824d5&id=4fbb180ee8&e=f74867d5e9
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This fall's mini-meet will be held September 27th in Huntsville, AL and hosted by the Mid-South Division.  

The mini-meet will include clinics and layout tours.  Anyone registered at the mini-meet hotel will receive 

discounted admission to the U.S. Space & Rocket Center.  Look for additional information in future e-

newsletters. 

Division Happenings 

 March 22nd.  The Central Savannah River Division hosted operating sessions on Don Barnes’ 

Baltimore & Ohio and Steve Prevette’s Burnt Hills and Big Flats layouts.  The day ended with a 

cookout lunch at Steve’s home.   

 April 19th.  The West Florida Railroad Museum will hold a swap meet at the Milton Depot.  For 

more information, visit the museum website, http://wfrm.org. 

 April 24th.  The Steel City Division is moving its meetings to the Hoover Public Library, 

beginning with the April 24th meeting.  The meeting begins at 6:30 p.m. and will be held in 

Meeting Room C. Meetings will no longer be held on the 3rd Thursday of each month.  The Steel 

City schedule is published on the SER website, http://ser-nmra.org/division/steel-city. 

 April 26th.  The Piedmont Division will hold its spring Boy Scout merit badge session at Duluth’s 

Southeastern railway Museum. 

 May 24th.  The Piedmont Division will hold its next Train N’ Camp Session at Hobbytown USA in 

Kennesaw, GA.  This session’s topic is “How to Operate Your Model Railroad.”  Train N’ Camp 

sessions are open to all NMRA members, and best of all, the session is free.  Check the Piedmont 

Division website for time and additional information, http://www.piedmont-div.org.  

 From the Land O’ Sky Division: 

o The Apple Valley Model Railroad Club HO scale layout is located inside the 

Hendersonville, NC depot. It is open Wednesdays from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. and 

Saturdays from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. For more information visit http://www.avmrc.com. 

o The Western North Carolina Model Railroaders, a 100% NMRA club, meets at the Eliada 

Home in Asheville at 7:00 pm on the first Thursday of every month. For more information, 

visit http://wncmrr.org  or contact club president Dave Anderson at 828-277-9092. 

o The French Broad e’N’pire NTRAK Club is based in Hendersonville, NC.  For more 

information, visit http://www.frenchbroadrivermodelrailroadclub.com or contact Chuck 

Place (Land O’ Sky Assistant Superintendent) at hmp3@blueridge.net. 

Photo of the Month 

Joe Gamble was the only one to correctly guess that last month’s photo was of the electric-powered dump 

car at the Birmingham Electric Company’s downtown coal-fired power plant at Powell Avenue. The dump 

car was built as car #120 in the 1920’s to haul concrete for track reconstruction and later served the duty, as 

we saw in the photo, of hauling cinders from the boilers at the Powell Avenue Steam Plant. Presumably, 

this is when the car was renumbered #2120. Over the years, the car gained the nickname “White Mule” and 

served the company well. Interestingly enough, it was also the last electric car in operation in Birmingham 

by the time it was retired in July 1955 (the last B.E.C. streetcar run was on April 18
th

, 1953). 

While the “White Mule” may be long gone, the Powell Avenue Steam Plant which it helped to serve still 

exists on the east end of what is now Railroad Park. While the building finished out its career providing 

steam and some electrical power to businesses downtown, in its heyday it also provided DC electrical 

power for the city’s streetcar system. During the 1950’s, it served more than 400 customers though this 

number had dwindled to about 20 customers by the first decade of the 21st century. These included UAB, 

the Veterans Administration Medical Center, the Eye Foundation Hospital, Colonial Bank and the Alabama 
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Theatre. By 2008, Alabama Power determined that the revenue from the diminished customer base were 

not sufficient to cover the operation of the aging facility and notified its customers and the Alabama Public 

Service Commission that it would cease providing steam service to downtown. 

Enough about the present, though. How about let’s take a look back during the days when Powell Avenue 

kept those underground steam pipes sizzling and the overhead wires buzzing above the city’s streets. This 

month’s image comes courtesy of the collection of Mike Braunstein who gives us this lovely shot of 

Birmingham Electric Company’s car #817. 

 

These little 4-wheeled car was known as a Birney and part of a group of cars built in November 1919 

earning the numbers 800-825 . Fifteen more cars (#’s 826-840) were built in November 1920 and joined the 

roster as well. All of them were built for double-ended operation but fifteen had been converted to single-

end by August 1921. Birney cars typically averaged about 28 feet in length with seating for about 32 

passengers. Their small and lightweight construction (about a third the weight of conventional cars of the 

period) made them quite popular.  They were of rugged, standardized construction; mass-produced and 

inexpensively built. The twin Westinghouse 510-E motors also gave them nimble acceleration. 

While their small size made them unsuitable for busy routes and rush hour service, small-town streetcar 

systems found them to be quite useful. Larger municipalities also discovered them to work quite well for 

minor and lighter traffic lines. Birmingham was no exception to this rule. While the car in the photo above 

may have been running on a route of small patronage, the same certainly cannot be said for the homes 

nearby. Clearly this is in the vicinity of one of Birmingham’s more well-to-do neighborhoods. With all of 

that in mind, where in Birmingham was this photo taken?  

Shoot me an email at gmo1515@comcast.net if you think you might know.  

Until next month…... – Jason 

PS: I’m always on the hunt for interesting photos to use. If you have one you would like to volunteer for 

future use (either vintage or present day), please let me know.  

 

mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net
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Steel City Swap Meet 

Got something you’re looking for or trying to sell? Drop me a line at gmo1515@comcast.net and we’ll 

include it free of charge for as long as you need. Make sure to include a good description with prices (if 

selling), your name, and contact info. 

For Sale: Set of 6 - HO scale 1960's 70-ton wood chip hoppers, N&W road name, with loads, $50 

Preiser HO figures, Set #10071 - reclining sunbathers , $9 

Athearn RTR HO loco, GE Dash9-44CW, CSX #9009, w/Digitrax decoder and operating ditch lights, $75 

Craig Gardner 

979-2666 

jcgard@bellsouth.net 

For Sale: Shinohara #4 wye switch, $10; NC Bridge Co. 56' wooden truss bridge kit, $10; Colorado Tree 

Co.60' low trestle kit, $11. 

Joe Gamble 

969-2478 

jggjwg@att.net 

Wanted: HO scale Bachmann Plasticville storefront walls. Side and back walls not needed. Also looking 

for at least 2 Plasticville Roadside Motel kits (also in HO) for kitbash fodder as well. 

Jason Parham 

205-534-6529 

gmo1515@comcast.net 

Wanted: Roommate wanted for the Regional Convention in Memphis, TN June 13-15.  Have reserved two 

doubles (non-smoking) at Hampton Inn Poplar Street and would like to split the room costs.  Contact John 

Stewart 205-901-3790 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net
jcgard@bellsouth.net
mailto:jggjwg@att.net
mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net
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Timetable 

Coosa Valley Model Railroad Association Train Show 
Saturday April 19

th
, 9am to 4pm 

Gadsden Convention Hall 

344South First Street 

Gadsden, AL 

Hot food, snack bar, door prizes, and operating layouts 

Admission includes entrance to the HO scale 26’x72’CVMRR’s layout at the Center for Cultural Arts day of show 

Adults $5.00, Children under 12 free 

(For more information call Jim Bertch at 205-594-7478) 

Steam Days at Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum 
May 3, 4 and May 10, 11 

Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum 

Calera, AL 

Flagg Coal 75 will be returning to the HOD. Coach tickets will be $17.00. 

"At the Throttle Days" will be May 2, & May 9. You can operate the locomotive for $150.00 for 1/2 hour at the 

throttle. 

Visit http://www.hodrrm.org/ or call 205-668-3435 for more information 

Alabama Railfan Day at Heart of Dixie 
Saturday, May 10, 2014 - Details to Follow 

Southeastern Region Convention: 2014 Memphis Convention - Rails Across the River 
Friday, June 13, 2014 (All day) - Sunday, June 15, 2014 (All day) 

Harding Academy 

1100 Cherry Rd. 

Memphis, TN 38117 

http://mrtm.org/convention 

NMRA National Convention – 2014 
July 13

th
 – 20

th
 

Cleveland, OH 

Atlanta Railroads Prototype Modelers Meet 
Friday & Saturday, September 19 & 20, 2014 

The Southern Museum of Civil War and Locomotive History 

2829 Cherokee St., Kennesaw, GA 30144 

(For more information, visit http://srha.net/ or contact Frank Greene 901-487-5782 frgreene290@comcast.net) 

 

Steel City Division Meetings for 2014: 

1/16, 2/20, 3/20, 4/24, 5/29, 6/26, (Later dates TBD due to change in venue) 

Steel City Division Officers 

 

Superintendent  John Stewart 205-989-4889 jstew@bhamrails.info 

Assist. Superintendent Mark Stone 205-637-6733  mark.stone@kbr.com 

Secretary   Jason Parham 205-534-6529 gmo1515@comcast.net 

Treasurer   Carey Ketchum 205-871-5495 cketchu1@bellsouth.net 

If you can receive your 
“Coupler” via 

e-mail, you can help save 
printing costs.   Send your 

e-mail address to 

gmo1515@comcast.
net 

 

http://www.hodrrm.org/
http://mrtm.org/convention
http://srha.net/
mailto:frgreene290@comcast.net
mark.stone@kbr.com
mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net

